The main purpose of this paper is to establish a boundedness result for strong maximal functions with respect to certain non-doubling measures in R
Introduction
The classical theory of one-parameter harmonic analysis for maximal functions and singular integrals on (R n ; μ) has been developed under the assumption that the underlying measure μ satisfies the doubling property, i.e., there exists a constant C >  such that μ(B(x; r)) ≤ Cμ(B(x; r)) for every x ∈ R n and r > . However, some recent results [-] show that it should be possible to dispense with the doubling condition for most of the classical theory. It is well known that the use of doubling measure has two main advantages. One is that we can work with nested property. Another one is that the faces of the cubes have measure zero. As in [, ], we will only maintain the last property. If μ is a nonnegative Radon measure without mass-points, one can choose an orthonormal system in R n so that any cube Q with sides parallel to the coordinate axes satisfies the property μ(∂Q) =  (Theorem  of [] ). The advantage of assuming this property is the continuity of the measure μ on cubes which can ensure that there is a Calderón-Zygmund decomposition [, ], which is one of the basic and most frequently used tools in the classical theory.
We first recall some well-known results on one-parameter A p (μ) weights with respect to the possibly non-doubling measure μ. We also refer to [] for the general theory of classical weights. A μ-measurable function ω is said to be a weight if it is nonnegative and μ-locally integrable. A weight ω is said to be an A p (μ) weight if ω satisfies the following definition.
Definition . Let  < p < ∞ and p = p/(p -). We say that a weight ω satisfies the A p (μ) condition if
where sup is taken over all cubes whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes.
We use the notation A ∞ (μ) = p> A p (μ) to denote the class of weight functions ω ∈ A p (μ) for some p > .
When μ is a nonnegative Radon measure without mass-points, Lemma . in [] tells us that some classical results for ω ∈ A p (μ) also hold. We state these results as follows.
Proposition A If μ is a nonnegative Radon measures in R
n without mass-points, for a weight ω, the following conditions are equivalent: 
and c may be taken as close to  as δ → ; (c) there are positive constants c and ρ such that, for any cube Q and any μ-measurable set F contained in Q,
where ω(E) = E ω dμ; (d) there are positive constants α, β <  such that whenever F is a measurable set of a cube Q,
Remark . The behavior of the constant c in (b) is not explicitly obtained in [] . But by a careful examination of its proof, we can find that c may be chosen as ( -
Let B x be a collection of bounded sets containing x ∈ R n . Let ν be a positive measure.
Given a locally integrable function f , denote
If B x is the collection of all the cubes containing x ∈ R n (centered at x) whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes, then we obtain the usual Hardy-Littlewood maximal function M dν f (x) with respect to the measure dν (centered maximal functionM dν f (x)). By means of the Besicovitch covering lemma, it is easy to prove thatM dν maps If we replace the Lebesgue measure dx by a more general measure dμ, which is not necessarily doubling, and use the notation dν(x) = ω(x) dμ, then it is not known whether the strong maximal function M n dν is bounded on L p (dν) for all  < p < ∞. This is exactly one of the motivations of this paper. To this end, we first define the notion of A p weights with respect to the possibly non-doubling measure dμ.
where B is a collection of bounded sets.
Remark . If B is the collection of all rectangles whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes, then we obtain product weights
where the supremum is taken over all intervals I in R. Consequently ω i satisfies the properties in Proposition A above uniformly in x  , . . . ,
If we replace the Lebesgue measure dx by a product measure dμ( 
If we work in R  with the dilation group {ρ s,t } s,t> given by ρ s,t (x, y, z) = (sx, tz, stz), that is B x = the family of all rectangles containing x ∈ R  whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes in R  , and whose side lengths in the x, y, and z directions are given by s, t, and s · t respectively (these rectangles are called Córdoba-Zygmund rectangles), then we get the Córdoba maximal function M(f )(x) M dν (f )(x) with respect to the measure dν whose sharp estimates have been obtained by Córdoba [] . With the Córdoba-Zygmund rectangles, we can define Córdoba's weights Fefferman [] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem . The weighted norm inequality
What conditions on ω and dμ can guarantee the boundedness of the Córdoba strong maximal function
In this paper, we always assume that μ = μ  × μ  × · · · × μ n is a product measure, where μ i , i = , . . . , n are all nonnegative Radon measures without mass-points and complete. The assumption that μ i are complete is just a technical requirement to allow us change the order of integration. For a rectangle R ⊆ R n , we mean a rectangle whose sides parallel to the coordinate axes.
The main theorems of this paper are as follows. 
Moreover, using Theorem . we have the following. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section , we will establish the reverse Hölder inequality for weights ω in the class A n p (μ) adapted to our general product measure μ, which is not necessarily doubling with respect to the rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate axes in R n . Section  gives the proofs of Theorems . and . of boundedness of strong maximal functions with respect to the non-doubling measures dμ and dν = ω dμ. In Section , we establish Theorems . and . for the Córdoba strong maximal functions with respect to the Córdoba-Zygmund dilations.
Reverse Hölder inequality of weights A n p (μ)
The purpose of this section is to establish reverse Hölder inequality of weights in the class A n p (μ) adapted to our general product measure μ. We use the notation w(E) = E w(x) dμ(x) for every measurable set E ⊂ R n in this section.
Lemma . Assume μ is a nonnegative Radon measure. If ω ∈ A n p (μ) for some  < p < ∞, then there exists η >  such that whenever F is a measurable subset of a rectangle R and satisfies
Proof Since ω ∈ A n p (μ) for some  < p < ∞, then when f is non-negative and L p (ω dμ) integrable in a rectangle R, we have
For a measurable set F ⊆ R, let E = R\F, f = χ E , from the above inequality,
It is easy to see that, for a small enough η > , when
which completes the proof.
Remark . By the same proof, Lemma . holds for ω ∈ A p (μ) with respect to the Córdoba-Zygmund rectangles in R  .
Since [ω]
A n p (μ) ≥ , from the inequality (.), one can also easily obtain the following lemma.
Lemma . Under the same assumption on μ in Lemma
there is a positive constant β <  such that whenever F is a measurable set of a rectangle R, we have
This is equivalent to saying that, for all  < α < , there is a positive constant β <  such that whenever F is a measurable subset of a rectangle R,
Under our assumption on μ being a product measure, we also have the reverse Hölder inequality for ω ∈ A n p (μ). 
Lemma . Assume that
and c may be taken as close to  as δ →  + .
Proof By induction. When n = , ω ∈ A  p (μ), the result is obtained from Proposition A. Suppose that n > , and this result holds for n -. Denote
and c may be taken as close to  as δ  →  + .
Consider the function
.
We now prove that W satisfies the reverse Hölder inequality. By Proposition A, we only need to prove that there are positive constants α, β <  such that, whenever E is a measurable subset of interval I n , one has
For a measurable subset E ⊂ I n , by (.)
where
For a small enough α > , let c close to  by taking δ  close to  + , we have c( -α) < . Again, by Proposition A, W satisfies the reverse Hölder inequality:
and c may be taken as close to  as δ  → . Finally choosing δ  = δ  = δ sufficiently small, we have
and from the above analysis, cc may be taken as close to  by letting δ →  + . We then complete the proof.
, where /p + /p = . Consequently, by Lemma ., it is easy to deduce the following corollary.
Corollary . Let p > , and ω ∈
Proof Since ω -p ∈ A n p (μ) satisfies a reverse Hölder inequality for some exponent δ > :
Fix q such that q - = (p -)( + δ). It is easy to see that  < q < p. By the above inequality, one has
, from which it follows that ω ∈ A n q (μ) since (q -)( + δ) = p - and ω ∈ A n p (μ). Setting ε = p -q, we complete the proof.
The strong maximal functions with respect to non-doubling measures
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem .. We first need to prove the following geometric covering lemma whose proof is inspired by those in [ 
is a product measure where μ i , i = , . . . , n are all nonnegative Radon measures in R without mass-points and complete. Assume also that each μ i for  ≤ i ≤ n is doubling on R and that
Then, for all  < p < ∞, given a sequence {R i } of rectangles whose sides are parallel to the axes, there exists a subcollection {R * i } such that
Proof If we can prove it at n = , then it is easy to complete the proof by induction. Hence we only give the proof when n=. With no loss of generality, we may assume {R i } is a finite sequence, and R i are arranged so that the side length in x  direction is decreasing. If R = I × J ⊆ R  is a rectangle, denotê R = I × J, where J is an interval with the same center and three times the length of J. We choose R *  = R  and assume R *  , . . . , R * k have been selected. We obtain R * k+ as the first rectangle R on the list of R i after R * k such that
We will prove that {R * i } satisfies (.), (.). Now assume that some R ∈ {R i } was not selected, then we can find some positive integer k such that
Let I, I * i denote the slices of R and R * i , respectively, with respect to hyperplanes perpendicular to the x  . Since the sides of the rectangles {R i } parallel to the x  direction are in decreasing order, it is easy to obtain
for a measure set E ⊆ R, which implies that
For a one-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator with respect to the measure
, which implies that
Integrating in x  , we have
By classical standard arguments, when μ  is doubling, ω(x  , ·) dμ  (·) is doubling uniformly in x  . Hence, we have
Proceeding similarly to obtaining (.), by (.), for {R * i } we have
that is,
R  with respect to the not necessarily doubling measure μ: We will prove Theorem . by an argument similar to the one given in [] . We first prove the reverse Hölder's inequality for ω ∈ A p (μ). For a fixed number a > , let U be the family of all rectangles whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes in R  , and whose side lengths in the x, y directions are given by s and sa, where s is arbitrary. Proceeding as in [] or the proof of Lemma ., together with the above proposition, we can establish the following reverse Hölder inequality for Córdoba's weights with respect to a certain non-doubling measure μ. We omit the proof. Then with a proof similar to that of Corollary ., one has the following result.
Corollary . Let p > , and ω ∈ A p (μ). Then there is an ε >  such that ω ∈ A p-ε (μ).
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem ..
Proof of Theorem . The necessity follows just as in the classical case. Now if ω ∈ A p (μ), by Hölder's inequality, one has
